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Framework for Global Issues in Music Education
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Expanding the common parlance of the music education field to include policy questions seems
pressing today, given that, regardless of the growing impact and encompassing nature of ed-
ucational policy, music education has struggled to systematically translate the considerations,
arguments, and visions developed by practitioners, researchers, and community leaders into
policy language. This article suggests that an approach based on a comparative cosmopoli-
tanism framework can be a constructive force in decision making, facilitating fruitful and
collaborative interactions within music education across regions and between areas of music
development—from school to community, from the industry to the nonprofit.
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INTRODUCTION

At the center of policy efforts is the establishment of guide-
lines for action that match complex understandings, views,
and positions with the discrete realities of an issue. Conse-
quently, a necessary goal of those connected to policy think-
ing and action must be to develop the capacity to analyze
widely different languages and contending points of view.
Policy thinkers must promptly recognize what is indispensi-
ble in a constituent’s discourse, aptly establish its relationship
to the discourses of other stakeholders, and, when necessary,
reconceptualize how key ideas might play out within different
contexts. Mindful policy work thus can only be developed
in light of a comprehensive understanding of the variance
within a field of action.

In the face of globalization, speed communication, and
the mashing up of once clearly drawn borders, it would thus
seem both pertinent and constructive for those engaged in
music education policy and scholarship to make wide usage
of comparative frameworks in order to make sense—and new
sense—of educational and musical experiences, products,
interactions, and challenges.

This issue of Arts Education Policy Review has, therefore,
a dual goal. Analytically, it offers a current and pressing
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vision of international policy thought and action in the field
of music education. Pedagogically, it provides suggestions
and strategies for “thinking local” policy within a global
reality. The aim is to lead the reader to ask questions such
as, What challenges shape cultural policy in Germany today,
and might they meaningfully inform initiatives in the United
States? In what ways can legislative interaction in Brazil offer
models for policy thinking in Europe? Are there possible
ways in which Nordic experiences with cultural difference
might provide policy insight to British music educators?

Expanding the common parlance of the music education
field to include policy questions seems pressing today, given
that, regardless of the growing impact and encompassing na-
ture of educational policy, music education has struggled to
systematically translate the considerations, arguments, and
visions developed by practitioners, researchers, and commu-
nity leaders into policy language. Nor is the field consistently
apt at interpreting and using policy tools—developed across
a range of educational, legislative, geographic, and cultural
environs—to direct its own internal decision-making.1

This article suggest that comparative approaches can be
a constructive force in decision-making, facilitating fruitful
and collaborative interactions within music education across
regions and between areas of music development—from
school to community, from the industry to the nonprofit. Such
efforts begin with simple yet impactful questions such as:

(a) what is being compared with what (e.g. teachers, schools,
teaching methods and educational systems in differing cul-
tural, national and regional contexts); (b) the evaluative basis
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104 SCHMIDT

of comparison (e.g. the norms and principles being invoked in
making comparisons); (c) the reasons and motives underly-
ing the comparisons being made (e.g. disinterested scholarly
enquiry, a search for insights, etc., to be applied from one
context to another); (d) the methods used in making compar-
isons (e.g. methods based on natural science, social science,
hermeneutic traditions). (McLaughlin 2004, 479)

Comparative approaches can help us to challenge the ways in
which “educational studies remain afflicted by ‘compartmen-
talization”’ (McLaughlin 2004, 470) while fostering simple
but concrete ways to approach phenomena in our field.

Naturally, comparative approaches bring with them limi-
tations. The challenge of considering specificities in the face
of a larger global reality might be first among them (Kertz-
Welzel 2009). Following closely is the difficulty of resisting
the careless imposition of external patterns upon local reali-
ties. Hence, comparison that is merely analytical, aiming to
categorize and create contradistinction, might end up being
both scholastically inept and politically ineffective. There-
fore, this article offers as a solution the conflation of com-
parative lenses and a cosmopolitan framework.

I start by asserting that the global perspective impacting
education and social life today is partially defined by “the
intensification of worldwide social relations which link dis-
tant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped
by events occurring many miles away and vice versa” (Held
et al. 1999, 9). Also significant, however, is how economic,
cultural, and educational issues are both “informational and
global because, under the new historical conditions, produc-
tivity is generated through and played out in a global network
of interactions” (Castells 1996, 130). This concept of inter-
activity lies at the center of a cosmopolitan understanding.

Cosmopolitanism has a rich history and a background that
is essentially characterized by complexity and the need to
think comparatively (see Hansen 2009; Martens et al. 2010).
The cosmopolitan prism is as interested in ruptures as it is in
understanding equilibrium. Cosmopolitanism does not sim-
ply address and analyze dissonance and similarity, it is also
concerned with clarifying how these come to be formed and
demonstrating how we can learn from that process. Accord-
ingly, policy thinking that uses a cosmopolitan framework
is preoccupied with how policy languages are used and de-
veloped; what interpretative spaces are available for policy
dialogue; what qualifying elements can lead to particular
judgments or decision-making; how context for support or
resistance of policy directives is fostered; and in what ways
others can exert influence when armed with such information.

Understanding the growing complexity of music educa-
tion in a global society is essential today, as is offering ways in
which professionals can become better informed about pol-
icy actions and strategies, and their possible outcomes. This
article and the larger issue of Arts Education Policy Review
is but one window into how we may construct stronger dis-
positions toward policy and thus better understand the need
for policy pedagogy. In other words, the complexity of a

comparative cosmopolitanism exemplifies the myriad spaces
in which we can practice policy, how we might know pol-
icy better by situating it in personal and comparative ways,
or how our practices can be radicalized through exposure to
new policy discourses.

As issues such as teacher evaluation, teacher assessment,
and the consolidation of standards continue to bring general
education and policy concerns into the daily practice of music
educators, all of us in music classrooms or positions of lead-
ership can benefit from better understanding the challenges,
successes, and tribulations other countries and regions are
experiencing today. Policy change occurs at warp speed, and
being able to understand how and why policy language and
action make their mark on the global stage is essential for
shaping local decision-making on how best to educate in and
through music.

WHY COSMOPOLITANISM?

Much like corporate entities jostling to win the hearts and
minds of consumers, schools now appear to be encased in
a “business ontology” predicated on a zero sum game of
capturing consumer appetites. (Wilkins 2012, 70)

Globalization has “changed the dynamics of the state”
(Carnoy and Castells 2001, 3), generating greater global in-
terdependence and constructing a network fostered by the
restructuring of multiple markets, where “all economies ul-
timately depend upon the performance of these networks”
(Carnoy and Castells 2001, 3). Steven Klees (2008, 311) ar-
gues that this system of codependence—as equity-based as
it portrays itself to be and as unequal as it actually is—has
“systematically altered public policy on a global scale.” As
a more critical and conscious engagement with the global,
the comparative, and the constructive within difference, cos-
mopolitanism allows a critical evaluation of globalization.
It offers a balance to some of globalization’s more perni-
cious practices, such as emptying local complexity or using
global comparison for homogenization and not as a space
for adaptation and re-imagining. In sum, cosmopolitanism
aims to trouble and dissipate overly recognizable images of
social, academic, and cultural success and achievement that
are forcibly hailed as “universal” or common.

In order to understand a cosmopolitan framework, we need
to acknowledge the complexity within which policy func-
tions, as well as the increasingly significant role of network
structures in social, cultural, educational, and economic pol-
icy. This policy complexity can then be understood by seeing
how policymaking is manifested in three dimensions: poli-
cies, polities, and politics. Nagel (2010, 199) explains this
idea as follows:

The dimension of policies refers to changes of political
contents, that is, goals, instruments, and settings whereas
changes in polities reflect alterations in the structure of
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COSMOPOLITANISM AND POLICY 105

decision-making. In contrast, the dimension of politics refers
to the process of decision-making itself, that is, its modes and
actors involved.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) is today one of the most impactful organiza-
tions in terms of shaping educational standards globally; its
success has arguably been built by its clear understanding of
how to navigate the three dimensions described previously
(see Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment [OECD] 2004). While its educational reports have
been available since 1961, only in the last two decades have
they become widely cited. Indeed, governments, whatever
their political leaning, see the OECD’s ranking of educa-
tional achievement for sixty-six nations is one of the most
anticipated commentaries on social and economic develop-
ment. It is not surprising, then, that the growth of a structure
that places the complex world of education within the eco-
nomically driven and significantly simpler (at times even
simplistic) framework of productivity and efficiency is ide-
ologically aligned with the marketization of education and
the “offer of the prospect of constant advancement” (Barnett
and Finnemore 2004, 17). It is also not surprising that

[w]hereas educational policy was traditionally strongly con-
nected to the nation state as part of domestic public politics,
in recent years new developments in the international sphere
have challenged the role of the state in this field. There-
fore education policy no longer seems to be a domestic area
in which government activity, supervision, and control are
particularly strong and (almost) exclusive, rather an interna-
tionalization process [strongly influenced by independent or-
ganizations] exerts influence on national education systems.
(Nagel 2010, 3)

It is nevertheless puzzling that regardless of the fact that
international organizations such as the OECD “have no ac-
cess to legal or regulatory mechanisms to enforce its pre-
scriptions,” today “hardly any country ignores the OECD’s
data and recommendations” (Moutsios 2009, 114). Policy
studies ought to concern themselves with the formation of
such hidden authorities. Furthermore, individuals and orga-
nizations should also consider how the OECD schemata has
grown more forceful over time, and how the absence of pol-
icy pedagogy, which fosters the capacity to talk back (Coburn
and Russell 2008), has played a role in this process. Devel-
oping the capacity to see in practical and conceptual terms
how “political decision-making is a multiplex process which
encompasses both formal and informal, manifest and dis-
cursive, relations” (Nagel 2010, 203) is in the best interest
of equity, democratic practice, and professional agency, and
thus is in the best interest of those committed to a meaningful
and socially just education.

At the international level, OECD reports are: (1) a repre-
sentation of a larger political image we have come to accept,
formed by globalization; (2) a formalized mechanism used
by governments for strategic maneuvering; and (3) a reify-

ing mechanism, made possible exactly by the absence (or
suppression) of pedagogical discourses that would help with
the contesting of its premises by offering viable alternatives.
In order to make these roles clearer, consider for a moment
the manner in which “teacher accountability” has been pre-
sented in the United Kingdom and the United States in recent
years. In Britain, the Cameron government has championed
the figure of the “active citizen,”2 and in the United States,
the Race to the Top initiative and related policies have in-
creased the formation of charter schools as a government-
sanctioned representation of market choice. In both cases,
teachers—not the government, schools, administration, or
policymakers—have become the providers of services to this
active citizenry, which supposedly has the wherewithal to
make its own needs heard in the midst of a remarkably com-
plex educational landscape. As Cohen, Moffit, and Goldin
(2007, 352) articulate, a key problem is that today’s weighty
educational policies in the United States—concerned with
issues such as choice, big-city school decentralization, and
charters—are all linked to “change in the political econ-
omy of schooling” and all but exclude the teaching force as
the locus for educational change. This means that teachers
have become responsible providers who have no impact on
decision-making; that is, they are accountable but have no
avenues to construct accountability.

At the same time that teachers have become the subjects
of “value-added” procedures,3 policies have failed to create
and implement a culture of democratic, reliable, and authen-
tic accountability. The antagonistic positioning of the citizen
as a consumer and the teacher as a provider of service obvi-
ously not only commodifies the teacher and his or her labor
but also turns both the child and his or her learning into bil-
lable products. Furthermore, the antagonistic positioning of
teacher and learner (and his or her family) creates political
conditions ripe for the disruption of labor protections that
have been historically fundamental for the establishment of
teaching as a modestly professionalized enterprise, an iden-
tity that has historically had a positive impact on teaching
quality and student learning.4

The lack of a pedagogical understanding of policy is then
aligned with a lack of capacity to “talk back.” The current
absence of a pragmatic and conceptual picture of policy as a
form of leadership available to all—and particularly available
to and necessary for teachers—must be used as a wake-
up call that leads us to see the capacity to convene as an
imperative part of policymaking, in which to convene means:
(1) to generate interaction, (2) to take risks, and (3) to shift
conversations.

The Freire Charter School in Philadelphia is an example
of a school functioning outside the norm of charter schools
in the United States today. It offers a pedagogical approach
to school policy in which professional knowledge goes be-
yond subject expertise, requiring all to engage in efforts to
consider how their work can impact policy action, implemen-
tation, and evaluation. While Freire Charter teachers consider
instructional needs first, they are also asked to imagine how
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106 SCHMIDT

instruction impacts and is impacted by four of the most per-
vasive issues in education around the globe today: (1) re-
source allocation; (2) ethnic, racial, and cultural dislocation;
(3) teaching quality; and (4) access to learning (see Fuhrman,
Cohen, and Mosher 2010).

This pragmatic example helps us to imagine a strategic
architecture (Schmidt and Robbins 2011) for dealing with
policy. On a pedagogical level, it helps us to see that produc-
tivity in education is a webbed system that relies not simply
on pay, but most significantly on a sense of empowerment in
relation to work conditions; a modicum of intellectual chal-
lenge; the capacity for self-direction and determination; the
feeling of being part of a community; and the sense of being
inserted into the system in feedback loops (Bowers 2001;
Bullough 2008; Jones 2001; Schmidt 2009; Spring 1998;
Weaver-Hightower 2008).

Pedagogical experiences such as these are not a burden
and help to distance education from market-driven concerns
or the perceived immovable nature of legislation. In fact, leg-
islation is one of the most easily changeable aspects of policy.
Such experiences lead us to understand that policy is not sim-
ply text but also the process prior to the text and the processes
that continue to occur after the text is produced (Taylor et al.
1999). The sense of powerlessness that in many cases leads
to teacher attrition is explained by Zizek (2009) as a belief
in the impossibility of an unmediated access to truth. This is
an important message largely absent from the education of
teachers, policy knowledge is available to us and it does not
need to be constantly mediated by others (administration for
example). We teachers are capable of and should be trained
to interpret and produce policy. The need for our own fram-
ings is then sufficient cause for further investigation of how
the cosmopolitan ideal of “vantage points” might be placed
front and center in a pedagogical and teacher-led approach to
policy and policy studies in music education. The truths that
policy delineates are both locally and globally shaped; they
are culturally delineated but nomadic in their reach; they are
impacted by the proximal speech of lobbyists, advocates, and
citizens but are trended according to comparative realities,
as the growing impact of the OECD mentioned previously
makes clear. Ensuring that we ourselves are well versed in the
contingent reality of policy could have a significant impact on
the professionalization of teachers and in fact could be a fea-
sible agenda (or framework) for music teacher professional
development.

POLICY PEDAGOGY AS A PATHWAY
TO MANAGEABLE COMPLEXITY

Neoliberal educational and social welfare trends have led
to what Clarke et al. (2007) call a “democracy for the
committed”—that is, a push for market choice as the ori-
enting disposition for individuals in society, a civil form of
self-help and self-responsibility. The definition of the cit-

izen as first and foremost a consumer is evident in many
aspects of social, cultural, and educational policy and has
assumed a “universalistic” tone globally. As Brennan et al.
(2012) show, even Nordic countries, which are models of
social-democratic and progressive discourses in the global
imaginary, have increased the marketization of state respon-
sibilities as fundamental as child and elder care. On the other
end of the economic spectrum, countries such as Brazil that
have significantly and successfully expanded social, cultural,
and educational policies over the last decade also struggle
with models and discourses of social equity in which the
idea of economic “self-management” has become pervasive
and the interplay between concepts of “social justice” and
notions of “market opportunity” is constant (Garrison 2000;
Schmidt forthcoming).

The geopolitical challenge outlined previously is present
in art as well, once art production is in constant flux. Politi-
cally and pedagogically, those of us in the field are regularly
reminded of

1. the changing job status of artists;
2. the variability of markets and how music/art is pro-

duced and distributed;
3. the increasing emphasis on efficiency in public expen-

diture; and
4. the new consumption and participation patterns in art

and its impact on cultural policies concerned with new
media and the formation of parallel markets (e.g., so-
cial markets).

Traditionally, success in policy research has been character-
ized by a focus on three analytical areas: context, text, and
consequences (Fuhrman 2001). A pedagogical framework
would add a “meta” dimension to this process, bringing the
individual to play a greater role and thus situating policy in
a comparative structure that is not “distanced” but suffused
by personal meaning while still informed by global reach.
One proposition derived from such a view is the presentation
of policy as a dictum of opportunity—in other words, policy
thinking that is concerned with creating spaces for agency as
a precondition of policy actualization. By way of example,
lets consider the role of the National Association for Mu-
sic Education (NAfME) in the United States. NAfME has in
the past approached policy from a functional standpoint. If
one were to closely examine the past dozen position state-
ments available on NAfME’s website, it would become clear
that the organization understands policy as the provision of
speech. As a result, a very high percentage of its discourse is
geared toward providing resources that will ensure the conti-
nuity of existing practice and sustain the current parameters
of professional action. While this effort doubtlessly plays a
significant political role in the maintenance of the music ed-
ucation field, it does not provide any significant contribution
toward (1) fostering policy thinking in the field; (2) encour-
aging research practices in which policy is a methodological
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COSMOPOLITANISM AND POLICY 107

consideration rather than simply an afterthought or an adap-
tation of current practice; (3) supporting a policy pedagogy
in which larger social, cultural, and educational policy dis-
courses are adapted to aid in the formulation of pathways
for an education in and through music; and (4) facilitating
spaces for teacher agency in the policy realm.

Policy that is retroactively placed fails to provide future
political and curricular avenues for action in multiple set-
tings, contexts, and time frames. If policy is only to be de-
veloped when various constituencies benefit from the sup-
portive conditions fostered by a strong organization, such as
NAfME,5 then the created dictums for actions are likely to
be based on unitary policy guidance (or simply advocacy).
White this may help to strengthen institutional positions, it
likely fails to provide opportunities for complex strategic
planning, which is necessarily decentralized.

What is outlined here is what Oria et al. have called the
“inscription of the compulsion to act competitively”—that
is, the diminishment of contextual, comparative, and com-
plex thinking in favor of “acquisitive, calculating behavior
and zero sum thinking” (Oria et al. 2007, 93). The result
is, naturally, the undermining of “collective associations and
relations that engender commitments to the public ethos”
(Needham 2003, 34) and social-democratic practices. It is
perhaps important to highlight—albeit in somewhat reduc-
tive terms—the two kinds of policy that remain pervasive
today. First is the distributive kind, which is intended to
function at the point of delivery, producing a system or prod-
uct that can be determined a priori, consumed, and effec-
tively distributed. Second is the participative kind, which
attempts to form places and spaces where the state—or other
entities—can provide the opportunity for participation and
the construction of cultural experiences. This option is plau-
sible and forms the basis for cultural policy in countries as
varied as Finland and Brazil. What it attempts to do is to
foster a worldview in which education and arts policy are
developed from the understanding that agency in shaping the
cultural life of the community is as important as an individ-
ual’s right to be part of a community (see Weintraub and
Yung 2009).

Understanding the global challenges while also gathering
ammunition for adaptive action locally are then the two sides
of empowerment within a cosmopolitan stance. To view pol-
icy pedagogically is thus to facilitate participation and con-
sequently to (1) welcome complex frameworks, (2) foster a
platform of diverse action and research and easily available
resources and materials, and (3) foster local and regional po-
litical action supported by recurrent networking and sharing
of strategies.

THE PERSONAL IN A PEDAGOGICAL VIEW
OF POLICY

In 1962 Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin pointed out the impact
of “biographical decision-making,” or how “information is

selectively perceived and evaluated in terms of the decision
maker’s frame of reference” (72). This now-accepted notion
reminds us that a key element of seeing policy pedagogi-
cally is the realization that all policy is biographical and all
decision-making is realized within psychological parameters.

The more we consider this contention, the more obvious
it appears. Robert Jervis’s (1976) landmark study on foreign
policy, for example, identifies “misperception”—rather than
the actual operational environment—as playing the most im-
pactful role in influencing leaders and the decisions they
make. Axelrod (1982) demonstrates that quite often deci-
sions are made less on the basis of a clear conception of
the best possible outcomes—or even a vision of an endur-
ing framework—and more on the basis of preferencing those
pathways with the fewest trade-offs. The psychological and
personal are so significant that, according to Jervis, policy-
makers consistently “screen out” disruptive elements and/or
possibilities in order to sanitize an existing or preferred view
or implementation strategy.

Policy pedagogy would therefore address this personal
and day-to-day aspect of policy thinking and action and
would highlight the capacity of civil society to radiate ide-
als onto the state.6 The key element is the formation of a
framing capacity or disposition, which can lead individuals
to interpret the concept of autonomy in more significant and
impactful ways. This is an example of the agency articulated
previously—in this case the value placed on “wonkiness” is
partially redirected toward an interest in framing. In these
terms, thinking about policy pedagogically leads to greater
support for not only analytical and rhetorical capacity but also
framing capacity—that is, the capacity to develop a complex
picture or image of the issues at hand while attending to the
fact that education operates in variable environments.

Kenneth Boulding (1956) called attention to the images
that people construct and how they are developed. When
we create images for ourselves, our pedagogical aim is not
to convince or win over (as rational choice theorists would
have us believe) but rather to construct a framework that is
complex but also draws us, and others, in. Similarly, policy
conceived pedagogically gives us the license to escape, if
only momentarily, the confines of completed or closed ra-
tionales, which are often aimed at winning others over or
making them capitulate. The work of policy pedagogy then
directs us toward the formation of possible heuristics, or to
incentivize participatory dispositions. While this may sound
complicated, this capacity to frame is an integral part of the
most basic definition of what constitutes a citizen or citi-
zenship and is therefore familiar to us. The efforts of policy
pedagogy are therefore quite simple and are directed toward
facilitating pathways for teachers to experience a fuller ex-
pression of professional citizenship. This bears with it a grave
responsibility but also provides the opportunity to frame
what counts and better understand how ideals come to be
valued.

All this leads to the contention that the arena of policy is
too significant to be left outside the main discursive purview
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108 SCHMIDT

of educators and music educators. Teachers’ continued ab-
sence from the policy arena impacts professional citizenship
negatively and all but guarantees a narrow vision of teachers
as “content managers”7 rather than educational actors capa-
ble of framing teaching and learning issues. The impact can
be considered in two ways. The first is the lessening of music
educators’ credibility and what Michele Fricker (2010, 3)
calls epistemic injustice, or how “prejudice causes a hearer
to give a deflated level of credibility to a speaker’s word.”
This selective repudiation is often at the forefront of manage-
rial leadership and is present in standardized principles that
enforce external mandates and hierarchy as essential compo-
nents of efficiency—dismissing dispositions toward collec-
tive understandings, alternative speech, and participation.

The second is the recognition that, as teachers, we are used
to deflating our assessments of how policy and leadership can
be meaningful to our own practices. The consequence is that
many of us are reluctant to see ourselves as leaders, resisting
opportunities to participate in policy work or activism and
labeling those actions as external to a teacher’s “real work.”
To exemplify how music educators in the United States reg-
ularly experience this complex phenomenon, we need only
turn to the notion of “best practices.” Best practices do indeed
create narratives that are helpful, but they are also limiting.
These “narratives of success give us hope and places to visit,
but they do not build our community” (Block 2008, 3). They
do not help our framing dispositions, nor do they foster pro-
fessional citizenship.

What, then, is our challenge? At a basic level, policy must
be established as a valued, worthy, and feasible arena of
action for music educators. The capacity for framing in policy
can thus become a pathway to a larger goal: educative action
must amplify our capacity to “hear” others and foster a sense
of autonomy that allows us to expand our ability to enact
our speech and see that speech rendered credible by others.
The concept of cosmopolitanism can help us to realize this
aim by providing a modicum of contextual freedom to our
endeavors. The articles in this issue are but one small attempt
to articulate the aim that, as a global or local community, we
ought to frame an education in and through music as a set of
relationships among politics, learning, practices, aesthetics,
cultural assumptions, and teaching.

THE ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE

It is clear that educational ideas in any field function accord-
ing to certain politics. As Cremin (1989, 103–04) reminds us,
“It is impossible to talk about education apart from a concep-
tion of the good life,” and since individuals and communities
generate divergent conceptions of what a “good life” entails,
they will “inevitably differ on matters of education,” and
therefore “the discussion of education falls squarely within
the domain of politics.” In this issue, the differing positions
and politics that each author outlines show the structural

variances as well as some global norms within the field of
music education. They also offer a vision of the importance of
“idea-based policy change” (McDonnell 2007, 30), by which
policy entrepreneurs establish pathways for (1) engaging
with innovation, (2) delineating critique, and (3) fostering
adaptation that takes context into account.

The conceptual representations of cosmopolitanism in
each article will hopefully help readers to rethink local en-
gagements with an education in and through music. More
auspiciously, these representations might remind us that pol-
icy work in music education must aim to provide platforms,
ideals, conceptions, and lenses upon and through which we
can reconsider our fields of action. This capacity to frame
policy can then “provide not only the data, information, and
hypotheses on which subsequent debate and action will rely,
but also, and most importantly, a conceptualization of the
policy problem at hand” (Majone and Wildavsky 1979, 174).

In those terms, Gary Spruce starts his analysis by argu-
ing that the 2011 release of the British education report The
Importance of Music: A National Plan for Music Education
is the most important policy moment of the last decade in
England. He argues that the NMP, as the report is known, is a
case of the proverbial bait-and-switch, or, in more academic
terms, an instance of what Basil Bernstein has called “hori-
zontal solidarities,” which are the means by which “schools,
as agents of the state, create the illusion that they have a
leveling effect through mitigating and neutralizing the social
inequalities that children bring into school” (Bernstein 2000,
xxv). Spruce details how current policy initiatives are de facto
“models and sites of musical learning that encourage unifor-
mity and homogeneity while at the same time downplaying
those pedagogies that encourage individuality, diversity, and
pupil agency.” Spruce also analyzes the policy process in
England and its intensification over the past few years, us-
ing Finney to highlight the at-times contradictory politics of
policy construction and arguing that “there has never been so
many advocacies for music education and so little attention
to its purpose, aims and values.” The article delineates the
manner in which governments have bypassed the significant
policy contributions made by education professionals. He ex-
pounds on the growing need for a cosmopolitan framework
that places learners at the center of policy. In an intriguing
critique of British music education policy, Spruce presents
the apparent contradictions of the contemporary policy’s at-
tempt to homogenize “Britishness” and use music to create
what Anderson (1983) has called “unisonality,” thus combat-
ing the agents of diversity—namely, informality, creativity,
and agency.

Liane Hetschke places the local within the global con-
text. She articulates the challenges of policy implementation
using the case of Brazil as the country attempts to bring
into effect a federal law requiring music education in all of
the country’s schools. Furthermore, she not only details the
legislative complexities of policy work but also examines
the synergistic nature of that work as part of a vision for
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leadership and impactful music teaching. Hentschke’s mes-
sage can be interpreted as saying that policy alone is insuf-
ficient and legislative guarantees for music studies alone are
insufficient. Her partial answer to these local conundrums—
which are possibly shared by many other nations—is the fos-
tering of global understandings and resources that provide
leaders and those in the field with state-of-the-art research
and practice-oriented information about educational devel-
opments worldwide. Hentschke outlines important but nev-
ertheless restricted efforts made in recent years and invites
us to consider how to scale them.

Looking at the case of Germany, Andreas Lehmann-
Wermser articulates a concern similar to that experienced
in Britain and present in all articles in this issue: namely, the
ways in which the German system “focuses on the potential
of music for all children” while at the same time “carr[ying]
with it an underlying aim of distinguishing individuals by
means of music.” Lehmann-Wermser articulates the disso-
nance between the absence of music as a discipline within
highly influential international discourses such as that of the
OEDC—which matter greatly to national politics—and the
clear support given to program development and evaluation
within German states and the federal government. He further
outlines how historic conceptions such as the notion of “Bil-
dung” continue to exert a powerful influence, demonstrating
how “music education is embedded in a policy discourse that
cannot be understood without respect to its political dimen-
sions.” Indeed, Lehmann-Wermser highlights the important
role that access to music instruction plays in the bipolar ed-
ucational orientation now in place in Germany, a form of
tracking in which individuals and families are classified as
either “Bildung-inclined” or “Bildung-disinclined.”

David Hebert and Marja Heimonen take a comparative
look at Norway and Finland using the Toumlin argument
model to interrogate “the kinds of arguments commonly pro-
moted in the rhetoric of policy discourse” in each country.
Heimonen and Hebert articulate an internal tension between
the social-democratic foundations of the Finnish and Norwe-
gian education systems and the recent rise of market influ-
ences, through which testing, talent, and selection become
the de facto context in which music instruction is situated
within a larger social welfare system. They describe the
“complicated balance” required to maintain a “benevolent
social welfare, egalitarianism, and cohesion on one hand,
and the kinds of specialized training and stringent criticism
and competition necessary to promote the highest levels of
creative achievement on the other.” These issues are particu-
larly telling when contemporary multiculturalism is invoked,
and Hebert and Heimonen use the notion of “Jante Law” to
exemplify how democratic practices and disciplinary knowl-
edge are further complicated by the intersection of global
migration and local identity, showing not only the cultural
challenges of an education in and through music, but also
the moral considerations that different countries bring to the
global marketization of knowledge. Regardless of these co-

nundrums, the article highlights the significance of “policy
talk” in the lives of those involved in education, citing, for
example, the recent success of music teachers in increasing
the contact hours for music in Finnish schools. While the
size of both countries and their citizens’ proximity to polit-
ical centers seems to facilitate policy agency, the formation
of a virtuous cycle in which a complex construction of the
social and educational value of music is aptly “played” by
the various constituencies, thus impacting policy outcomes
favorably and fostering the growth of a professional voice
within the arts, is also evident.

The issue ends with a contribution by Japanese music
educator Masafumi Ogawa, who provides a microrepresen-
tation of policy by bringing forth the voices and experiences
of seven music educators in Japan to create a picture of how
policies are perceived at the most basic level—by those on
the ground who are engaged in constructing their identities
and livelihoods in music. This humanist approach to policy
is in line with a cosmopolitan understanding, which sup-
ports, in the words of Delanty (2006, 38), “the belief that
human agency can radically transform the present in the im-
age of an imagined future.” As the construction of personal
histories is outlined, ideals of music as human and social
capital are revealed—similar to those noted in Lehmann-
Wermser’s account of Germany. In Ogawa’s articulation of
Japan’s curricular policies, we are once again made aware of
the globalized tension between market-driven constructions
of human capital—effectively implemented by the ubiqui-
tous “piano schools”—and the humanistic aims of “aesthetic
sentiment” construction fostered as part of the official gov-
ernment curriculum. Ogawa explains the division of music
instruction between official and nonofficial spaces in Japan
and the manner in which cultural dispositions have created
a parallel, performance-driven schooling system that is the
vocational pathway for future musicians and music educa-
tors. The ways in which this vocational path is in conflict
with music educators’ needs as they carry out their work
within the schools leads Ogawa to create a personal—from
the standpoint of teachers—account of policy impact, artic-
ulating three cycles that place policy in an inconsequential,
regulatory, or internalized position.

IN CLOSING

For those not engrossed in policy matters, it is easy to forget
that policy thought has had a transformational role in global
education. The postwar and 1970s frameworks established in
Nordic countries, for example, restructured how social pol-
icy could be actualized and reconfigured the place of culture
as the bedrock for democratic action (Brennan et al. 2012).
The past decade in Brazil provides another example of how
educational and cultural policy can interact and how directed
cultural policy can have clear and decisive impacts upon com-
munity cohesion, local economic growth, and learning and
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training opportunities (Yudice 2003; Schmidt forthcoming).
In the United States, issues as varied as teacher qualifica-
tion, race relations, and gender equality, as well as class
separation, have all been the subject of soft policies within
individual schools—concerning issues such as class size, arts
offerings, and curricular experimentation—while hard poli-
cies such as Titles I and IX of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act continue to be the vehicles for educational
reform.

More and more today, however, those looking at policy
understand that resources do not simply or directly translate
into capacity. We are coming to understand, to cite a popular
example, that the fact that a master’s degree is a requirement
for all teachers in Finland is not simply an outcome of
the push for further credentialing. Rather, it is linked to a
broader platform of fostering dispositions toward profes-
sional citizenship, research, and, perhaps most significantly,
an understanding of the conditional and adaptive nature of
learning (Sahlberg 2011). As Robert Reich articulated in the
1990s, the most productive workers in the global economy
are those who have the capacity and disposition to serve as
“symbolic analysts,” that is, those who have learned how to
learn, who work collaboratively, who are creative and tend to
look for new ideas beyond their common or daily contexts.
While resources—textbooks, technology, less intensified
labor conditions—are significant, so is the understanding
that education falls in the category of wicked problems
(Rittel and Webber 1973), or difficult-to-solve problems that
lack the straightforward structures, and thus solutions, for
problems dealing with real commodities, such as economic
trade, product development, or service delivery.

The incorporation of the pedagogical is therefore essen-
tial for a dynamic and quotidian use of what we can un-
derstand as policy. It is necessary first because “schools
are complex webs of human activity” where “input-output
models are not always applicable” (Orchard 2002, 166),
and second, because it behooves all of us—and not sim-
ply the experts—to redress our current failure to see policy
as the “juncture where goal-formulation, problem-definition
and equity issues meet” (Rittle and Webber 1973, 156). If
we choose to disregard the intricacies of policy develop-
ment and language, if we do not find vehicles for wider
and more efficient global interaction and learning networks,
we cannot initiate educative processes that may address
the decreasing perceived value of an education in the arts
and reconstitute with vigor the powerful force of arts-based
learning.

The consequence is further balkanization, that is, the os-
tensive, albeit not always easily perceptible, segregation of
groups or practices from voice and sight. As I have artic-
ulated elsewhere (Schmidt 2012), the lack of an authorial
voice and consequently of autonomy—defined by informed,
innovative, and pertinent thinking in relation to both this and
other fields—leads to both dependency and a diminishment
in accountability, and thus to further balkanization.

An engagement with policy must also be an engagement
with our authorial professional voice and with an understand-
ing of how best to fight for an education in and through music
that is complex, challenging, creative, generative of cultural
variance (not simply “open” to it), and socially just. A dif-
fering view of policy (as a pedagogical force) and a differing
context (a cosmopolitan standpoint) might aid us, in time,
to include policy considerations as a “matter of fact” in our
educational calculations and might impact everything from
everyday actions to philosophical considerations to curricu-
lar and pedagogical adaptation.

NOTES

1. This assertion is exemplified in the United States by
the fact that at a time when the National Associa-
tion for Music Education (NAfME) is rightly expand-
ing its policy reach—conceptually and in terms of
personnel—and higher education professors are being
forced to address state policy issues,, no U.S. institution
of higher learning offers courses on music education
policy at the doctoral level (see the 2011 survey by
Peter Webster and Joann Rutkowski).

2. For a detailed description and explanation of how the
language of “community” and the “active citizen” have
been co-opted in England, see Hancock, Mooney, and
Neal’s (2012) very interesting analysis.

3. It is worthwhile to look at a cross-sectional evalua-
tion of first-year teachers based on value-added mea-
sures that have been enacted in the state of Florida.
Here, with little transparency and regard to measure-
ment error, the evaluation arrived at the preposter-
ous conclusion that, on average, teachers impact stu-
dents in negative ways. For details, see http://www.
fldoe.org/committees/sg.asp.

4. The recent legislative changes to weaken unions in
states such as Wisconsin, Ohio, and Indiana are a
clear result of such a market-driven dichotomy between
teacher and learner.

5. Systematic policy thinking remains a largely unex-
plored area within the music education field. Only
recently has NAfME included policy as a key issue
in its conferences or made efforts to hire professionals
who view policy as an internal concern and point of
reference and discussion in strategic planning.

6. The growth of think tanks are an example of such an
exchange, as is the impact of higher education and
informed civil constituencies on the government.

7. The role of content management comes from efficiency
studies and is often found in computing literature. A
utilitarian application of these clerical notions to teach-
ing can be found particularly in work on classroom
management. See, for example, Froyen and Iverson
(1999).
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